
# Category Description Reserve Country

3 E 1961 Europa issue x 50 sets in blocks or sheet format for 

Belgium, Germany, France, Portugal, Greece, Iceland, Italy, 

Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland 

and Turkey. Most of these issues are also 'Bird' thematics, 

Lots of stamps here and a considerable catalogue value, looks 

cheap, ideal for reseller

£80 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

4 A A Commonwealth collection in red stock book mint & used 

including Aden KGVI vals to 2r, QEII vals to 10/-, selection of 

States, Antigua 1863-67 1d & 6d, KGV vals to 2/- m, 1970-75 

vals to $2.50 etc, Ascension with 1922 mint vals, KGVI vals to 

2/6, good selection of Australia from 1913 with Roo vals to 1/-

, KGV Heads to 5d, 1930s selection of sets, Admiral vals to £1 

& $4 mint, some booklet panes etc, condn fair to fine, Cat 

£2,550+ (100s)

£375 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

5 A A Europa collection in large black "Lindner" stock book from 

early to modern sets mint, u/m and used with many countries 

represented with some better seen, condn fair to fine (100s)

£50 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

10 B All world selection on cards etc, covering all periods with 

some Commonwealth 1060s FDCs, we note Australia, NZ and 

GB etc, plus foreign, condn fair to fine PTSA ££700+ (100s)

£125 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



16 A British C/W in 64 side green 'Lighthouse' stock book. Around 

930 mint and used items with a good proportion being pre 

current reign. About ¼ of the items have tags against them 

with catalogue values, which total £2,650+. This is far from all 

the better items, Countries include Bahamas, Bermuda, St. 

Kitts (KG6 duplicated mint uncat), Grenada, Jamaica, 

Leewards, Falklands (KG6 duplicated mint inc 2 x 5/- uncat), 

Falkland Deps, Decent South Africa, Nigeria & fore runners, 

KUT, Somaliland, Bechuanaland, India, Straits (Inc QV to KGV 

$ values x 14 and $25 KGV used with faults), HK (with KG6 $5 

x6 and $10 used), Gibraltar (includes GV 1/- x 10 mint, uncat), 

Malta, Fiji, Sudan and Bahrain to name a few, there is more 

with just 25 GB stamps. We estimate that total cat value 

comfortably exceeds £5,000 and could be significantly more. 

A good lot and certainly worth viewing.

£800 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

17 A British Commonwealth - Accumulation in two stock books, 

one red, one blue, well filled with circa 3,800 mint and used 

stamps laid out in alphabetical order from Aden to Virgin 

Islands. A good proportion of this lot is pre current reign with 

better values sprinkled here and there. Good lot which needs 

viewing to appreciate.

£220 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

18 A British Commonwealth 'A' countries, Aden, Anguilla and 

Antigua. Mint and used, many thematics including several 

miniature sheets, Aden with 9 x 1937 Coronation sets mint 

and 4 sets of 1949 UPU, Antigua from QV x 28 including some 

mint and 4 sets of 1949 UPU mint etc. Clean lot with over 500 

items. Reserved at under 10p each

£46 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



19 B British Commonwealth King George VI - Substantial and 

valuable collection in four padded 'Lighthouse' hinge-less 

with slip cases. Some of the pages are printed and others 

have been made as required. Mint and used, although mint is 

generally more prevalent throughout and some is U/M. These 

albums and pages would cost £100's new and we estimate 

there are circa 400 pages overall. There are many complete 

definitive sets as well as many omnibus issues including some 

1948 Wedding sets. There are many perforation varieties 

indicated, which are not guaranteed, although the few 

checked appeared to be correct. Pencilled annotations of cat 

values can be removed leaving albums in good condition. 

Vendor advises total cat value exceeds £19,000 allowing for a 

few stamps they removed. Substantial lot for collector or 

dealer. View to appreciate.

£2,750 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

21 A C/W KG5 to QEII, but emphasis on KG6 and QEII in small blue 

'Byron' spring back album. Mint and used with sets, countries 

in this volume include Malayan states, Tonga, Tanganyika, 

Kuwait, Ghana, Good Sudan, Fiji and Nauru. Circa 60 pages 

and all different content. Cat value exceeds £850, Good 

offering and worth viewing to appreciate.

£90 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

24 A Commonwealth - QV to KG6 only, Countries S to Z. Mint and 

used picked over collection in mixed condition, but with many 

fine on circa 100 pages. Good ranges and better items seen. 

Countries of note Sierra Leone, South Africa, Swaziland, 

Western Australia, Victoria, Trinidad, Zanzibar, South 

Australia etc.  Straits settlements and other Malayan States. 

We counted over 1875 items. Recommended viewing as this 

could sell for way over reserve.

£200 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



25 B Commonwealth in a large carton with six albums and 20 or so 

stock cards. We note brown album with interesting 

duplicated KGV Bahamas; Red album of Ireland; Blue stock 

book with Gambia to India with some better content; Green 

album with North Borneo and okay Sarawak; Finally an album 

of GB with a page of 1d reds (perf & imperf types) and some 

surface printed. Later GB material also. Looks good value.

£160 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

28 A Eastern Europe in Benham branded 'tan' stock book. Includes 

Czechoslovakia from early imperfs, Albania with interesting 

1913-17 issues and 1925 Air set mint and finally Poland with 

reasonable ranges. Majority of this lot is pre 1950 and better 

than this description probably sounds. Recommended 

viewing if these areas are of interest to you.

£75 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

29 B Flattish white carton full of world covers and envelopes, early 

to modern, probably a few hundred items and worthy of 

inspection.

£200 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

33 A Gibraltar & Andorra - Gibraltar from KG5 to QEII mint and 

used with values to £5 seen. Earlier items worth checking for 

wmks and perfs. Andorra (Both French & Spanish), French 

includes SGF66, 1932 and 1944 long sets not complete but 

with better values cat up to £100 seen and  good 1960's 

commemoratives as well. A smattering of Spanish Andorra as 

well. Value here and well worth viewing. We counted over 

1,150 items.

£300 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



39 A Large red 'Compass' stock book with a used collection of 

Christmas stamp issues from various world and mainly C/W 

countries. From Gibraltar to Sri Lanka. Many countries 

represented with more valuable contributions from Grenada 

& Grenadines (cat £200+), Italy (cat £88), Liechtenstein (cat 

£151), Malawi (cat £100+). Nevis, Cat £120), Niue (cat 

£1161), Penrhyn (cat £202), Samoa (cat £101) and Sierra 

Leone (Cat £139). Many other countries also, virtually all is 

fine used and overall cat value is over £3,000. Very good lot 

of it's type, clean material laid out in chronological order by 

country / area. All different with many sets and lots of 

miniature sheets too. Good lot.

£270 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

58 A Tidy mint & used collection in green stock book of 

Commonwealth "C" countries including Ceylon 1862-QEII 

with 1862 6d u, 1872-80 vals, 1888-90 surcharges m & u, 

1899-1900 vals to 75c m, EDVII vals to 75c m, KGV vals to 2r 

m or u, KGVI vals to 5r including some perfs, QEII vals to 2r m, 

Christmas sets to $1 m, Cocos(keeling)Islands 1963-90 with 

much u/m, Cook Islands 1892, 1893-1900 vals to 6d, 1919 

vals to 1/- m, 1938 set to 3/- m, then strength in Cyprus 1880-

1999, GB 1d reds mint optd, EDVII m & u, KGV m & u vals to 

9pi, 1928 to 6pi m & u, KGVI vals to £1 u, 1955-60 vals to £1 

m, 1966-69 to £1 etc then a very good range of sets through 

to 1999 with sets to £1, much u/m, Cat £2,700+ (100s)

£400 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH



59 A Valuable collection in green stock book with Commonwealth 

"B" countries including Bahamas 1863-1967 with 1863-77 1d 

(wmk reversed), 1884-90 vals to 6d u, EDVII vals to 2½d u, 

KGV m & u vals to 1/-, 1920 set to 1/- m, KGVI m & u vals to 

5/-, QEII vals to 5/- etc, Bahrain, 1933-1940s with 1933-37 

vals to 1r, 1938-41 vals to 5r u, 1942-45 vals to 12a u, 

Barbados 1861-1960s with QV vals to 1/- u, 1892-1903 vals to 

10d m, 1905 to 2½d m, 1906 vals to 1/- m & u, 1921-24 vals 

to 3/- m, KGVI m & u vals to 2/6 etc, Basutoland KGVI m vals 

to 1/- & QEII vals to 25c m etc and Bechuanaland with various 

overprints including 1888 vals to 1/- u, 1891-1904  vals to 1/- 

u, EDVII to 2½d m & u, KGV mint vals to 1/-, QEII m & u vals 

to 1/- condn generally good to fine, Cat £3,570+ (100s)

£495 WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

64 A 1974 - 1981 Europa issues unmounted mint collection on 

printed pages in a blue 22 ring binder. Comprehensive lot 

missing just one Swedish stamp to complete the album, Over 

525 stamps and 19 miniature sheets ( includes rare Monaco 

sheets cat £497 alone). Valuable and nicely catalogued lot 

which is attractively presented.

£100 WORLD AND COMMONWEALTH

110 S SG16/27, 1939-1948 George VI set complete (13v) lightly 

mounted mint.  Cat £130

£40 ADEN

115 E  Stock page containing U/M marginal blocks of 15 of both 

SG255 and SG258. These are the 1Fand 5F values of the 1928 

Kingdom issue both are unmounted mint. Cat £250+

£44 ALBANIA

116 S 1925 10q. Red Fresh Unmounted Mint Block of Eight. 

Excellent Misperf with good colour & Variety Perf 11.5 

(Usually 13.5) SG 196a cat £440+

£50 ALBANIA



122 E 1863-86 selection on album leaf with 1863-67 wmk Star to 

6d, 1872 to 6d, 1876 to 6d mainly all used, 1884-86 mint & 

used vals to 4d, condn fair to fine, stc £400 (25)

£80 ANTIGUA

124 S 1921-29 short set to 33/- including shades SG62-79 fine mtd 

mint, Cat £240+ (17)

£50 ANTIGUA

127 E A small mint & used selection including 1935 S. Jubilee, 1938-

51 set to £1 mint, then vals to 5/- with extra 1/- shade etc, 

condn good to fine Cat £245+ (40+)

£48 ANTIGUA

136 S SG71A, 1963 1½d Black Noddy 'Cobalt Omitted' variety 

mounted mint, comes with normal stamp for comparison. 

Useful bird thematic item,  Cat £130

£42 ASCENSION

137 E Stock page with 25 mint stamps of the KG6 definitive issue. 

Basic set of 16 (the 10/- is U/M, 3d blue has gum toning). 

Extra values include a ½d value that looks to be the 'Long 

centre bar to E' variety.  Cat £350+

£50 ASCENSION

139 A 1913 to 1946 Kangaroo series only, includes 1st wmk to 5/- 

used (5/- with missing corner) and 10/- specimen (again 

missing corner).2nd wmk to 2/-, 3rd wmk to 5/-; 1929-30and 

1931-46 ditto to 5/-. 1931 issue 10/- to £2 mint Specimens. 

Thereafter detailed studies of each value with a few examples 

of each from ½d to 5/- (x4 and includes one 2nd wmk). 

Majority used, but also includes some perforated 'OS' types. 

There are several varieties including INV WMKS etc, A very 

nice lot for study and classification and immense catalogue 

value. Over 250 stamps across 30 pages, a most interesting 

lot mixed condition but lots of good copies amongst.

£300 AUSTRALIA



140 E 1913/1914 small range of 12 used 'OS' perforated officials. 

Mostly good to fine used, 5 large perforation types ½d, 2d, 4d 

(with a double perforation variety) and 1/-. Smaller perf types 

values to 2/-. Nice lot of these awkward stamps.at £330+

£50 AUSTRALIA

161 A Blue Stanley Gibbons stock book, well filled  with circa 2,200 

stamps. A few earlies but majority is decimal and with some 

good coverage into modern periods with issues to 2015 and 

later seen. Wide variety, with duplication to some issues 

notably International Post types to $10 with extras, note 

SG4646 x 20+ and SG4256 x 20+. Also some miniature sheets, 

some have been folded but stamps can be extracted. Good 

lot of its type, ideal for reseller.

£65 AUSTRALIA

163 E Early used selection of values to 1920s including 1913-14 vals 

to 5/-, 1914-20 to 5d, 1915 6d & 1/-, 1918-23 vals etc, condn 

mixed Cat £420+ (32)

£36 AUSTRALIA

166 E KGV 1d Head detailed study of varieties written up and 

described on 15 album pages, there are circa 80 items mostly 

used and a wealth of information for study and classification 

of other stamps you may have. Covers the three different 

colours of this stamp and cheaply reserved we think. Will 

repay close study.

£70 AUSTRALIA

167 E King George V Heads, accumulation of several hundreds 

duplicated for study on album pages. Lots of postmark 

interest and shades with  several minor positional varieties 

annotated in pencil. Nice lot for continued investigations. 

Many different values represented with probably over 100 of 

the 4d value. There will be finds here for the determined.

£130 AUSTRALIA



181 S SGO73,  1918-1923, 4d violet perforated 'OS' lightly mounted 

mint. One blunt corner perf at lower right, Cat £120

£32 AUSTRALIA

185 S SG037b, 1874-76 1d blue-green 'Official' PERF 10, with a clear 

'No Stop after S' variety. Listed but unpriced in SG part one 

cat. 

£46 AUSTRALIAN STATES

191 A 1850 - circa 1963 mint and used collection in a 64 page wine 

red Lighthouse stock book. We counted over 1270 stamps 

with most issues represented and with several sets or near 

complete sets. There look to be potentially some perf 

varieties on earlier issues. Clean lot with much to commend 

it. Good basis for continuation.

£120 AUSTRIA

193 S 1948 Costumes 2s50 Brown SG1137 in a fine u/m block of 50 

with control numbers along top margin (Cat £8.75 each)

£50 AUSTRIA

196 A 1955 to 1984 (to SG2032). All different U/M collection in tan 

coloured Rapide 16T stock book. Laid out in chronological 

order, cat £769

£70 AUSTRIA

197 A 1955-1984 U/M ex dealer stock all identified by SG number 

laid out in chronological order in a blue stock book, lightly 

duplicated generally up to 5 of each, over 400 different 

stamps, ideal for any trader, cat £2,200+. Nice clean lot

£140 AUSTRIA

200 E 1965 - 1991 laid out in broadly chronological order on seven 

Hagner sheets. All U/M and all different stamps / sets, total 

cat £974+

£130 AUSTRIA

201 E 1983 - 2002 U/M commemorative collection on 10 very well 

filled stock card sides. We estimate circa 700 different stamps 

and a few mini sheets as well, nice condition, cat £1,400+. A 

very good run through of the period covered.

£125 AUSTRIA



202 E 1984-1994 U/M commemoratives in blocks of four on 10 

stock page sides. Looks pretty comprehensive and has good 

run throughs. Total cat exceeds £2,400

£250 AUSTRIA

203 A 1985-1999 U/M ex dealer stock all identified by SG number 

laid out in chronological order, lightly duplicated generally up 

to 9 of each, well over 300 different stamps,  we estimate 

circa 1600++ stamps ideal for any trader. Nice clean lot, 

which cats £4,200+, cheap reserve on this.

£280 AUSTRIA

206 E 2018 Year Pack with 6 sets including Penguins & Chicks set to 

£5 plus one miniature sheet. All u/m, high cat and an 

awkward period to source.

£44 B.A.T.

208 E Duplicated U/M stock includes 1977 Wildlife x 8 sets (cat £24 

each); 1979 Penguins x 25 sets (cat £12 a set); 2006 Paintings 

x 10 (cat £9.50 each) and 2016 90 years of style x 7 (cat £13 

each). Total Cat £680

£85 B.A.T.

221 E 1920-1966 collection on leaves, incl. 1920 Peace set mint, 

1935 SJ used, 1942 Landfall set mint, 1948 Tercentenary set 

mint, 1948 Wedding U/M, 1964 Constitution set mint, good 

quality lot, Cat £381

£38 BAHAMAS

243 S SG99/110, 1932 George V set complete lightly mounted mint. 

Cat £500

£170 BECHUANALAND

246 A Black leaved 64 page 'Lighthouse' stock book with slip case 

(black) with a 1946 - 1957 duplicated dealers stock. 1946 

Relief fund x 21, 1948 Achel/Chevremont x 6, 1950 Memorial 

x 4, 1954 Beguinage x 6 (Cat £1200+), 1946 Patriots x 9. 1955 

Scientists x31, 1955 Anti-TB x 26, 1956 Anti-TB x 20, 1957 

Cultural x 35 and 1957 Patton x 34. All U/M and mostly in 

blocks. Total Catalogue £9,452 based on Stamps of the World 

2022 according to vendor. Detailed list with the lot. Excellent 

value

£750 BELGIUM



259 E A mint & used collection on Hagner sheets 1883-1960s 

including 18833-94 vals to 1/- m, 1906-10 m & u vals to 4d, 

1910-25 vals to 1/- m, 1918-22 2/- m, 1920-21 m & u vals to 

1/-, 1922-24 mint vals to 1/-, 1936-47 to 1/- m, 1938-52 to 1/- 

m, 1938-53 vals to 5/- including 2/- (SG116b) fine used, 1953-

62 vals to 2/6 m, 1962-68 m & u vals to £1 etc, condition fair 

to fine Cat £1,220+ 

£180 BERMUDA

260 S SG119b, 10/- line perf 14¼. Very lightly mounted mint, could 

pass as u/m to the unwary. Usual gum for this stamp and has 

an ironed out vertical crease which could be missed. 

Interestingly, this stamp has a spectacular void area within 

the crown part of the design. Cat £500 as normal.

£48 BERMUDA

261 S SG51bf, KGV MCA wmk, 2/-purple & blue/blue with 

'Damaged leaf at bottom right' variety mounted mint, cat 

£275

£70 BERMUDA

267 E Mint & used selection on Hagner page, we note 1872-79 1/- 

P.12½ used, 1888-91 vals to 20c on 6d mint, 1891-1901 2c to 

10c mint, EDVII vals to 25c m, KGV vals to 500c m & u, KGVI 

vals to 50c m & u and QEII vals to $1 used etc, condn mixed in 

places, Cat £510+ (100+)

£65 BRITISH HONDURAS

277 E A small mainly mint selection on 2 Hafner pages spanning 

1907-1981, we note 1907-10 vals to 8c m, 1924-37 vals to 

25c m, 1947-51 vals to $1 mint with a few used throughout, 

1964-72 vals to $1  including some u/m Glazed paper issues 

etc, condn fair to fine Cat £330+ (90+)

£45 BRUNEI

283 E Mint & used selection on Hagner pages including 1937-46 m 

& u vals to 2r, 1945 set to 10r m, 1947 vals to 1r m, 1948 

Anniv set to 5r m etc plus some Japanese Occupation issues, 

many Officials with vals to 8a m or u etc, condn fair to fine, 

Cat £340+ (120+)

£45 BURMA



286 E Hagner sheet containing 18 Triangles in mixed condition, half 

of which have 2+ margins. Includes 3 x 1/-, 3 x 6d and 7 x 4d. 

Huge catalogue value, but reserved at under £9 a stamp

£160 C.O.G.H.

288 S SG20, 1864 6d bright mauve triangular stamp with three 

good margins. Good used with nice colour, cancelled by the 

contemporary triangular obliterator (normal on these issues). 

Cat £550.

£90 C.O.G.H.

289 S SG3, 1d brick-red, paper slightly blued, a very good used pair, 

virtually clear margins all round but just touching at one 

corner affecting one stamp only. Light contemporary 

obliterator cancels to each stamp. Very easy on the eye, cat 

£700+

£180 C.O.G.H.

291 E 1864 - 1970 valuable collection on stock pages. Includes some 

interesting revenue issues also. Mint and used from 'Colony 

issues' and circa 50 sideface QV issues. 1893 pair used (cat 

£135); Jubilee 14 stamps to $1 used; 1898-1902 set of 11 plus 

extras; Extensive George V including1928-29 set used (Cat 

£225) and 1930-31 top values. 1935 set used. Then run 

throughs of KG6 and QEII. Back of book includes 8c blue 

registered stamp used and some special deliveries and 

postage dues. Officials include several 'OHMS' perfins. Finally 

seven stamp booklets . High cat value here with a chance of 

finds

£340 CANADA



296 A A valuable duplicated accumulation in brown stock book with 

Provinces including New Brunswick, extensive Newfoundland 

from 1880 to 1947 with 1897 vals to 60c, 1910 vals to 5c, 

1911-16 vals to 5c, 1928-29 vals to 10c m, 1931 m & u vals to 

30c, 1932-38 vals to 48c m & u, 1937 Coronation to 48c m, 

1941-44 to 23c m, Nova Scotia 1860-63 vals to 10c m etc, 

then Canada 1873-1960s with mint QV including 1897, KGV 

mint vals to 20c, 1935 S. Jubilee vals to 13c m plus a few used 

to 50c, KGVI mint, condn mixed in places but many fine mint, 

with some even u/m, Cat £5,100+ (100s)

£500 CANADA

298 E Classics on Hagner page including 1868-90 6c (SG59 & 59b) 

used 15c SG61a used, 1889-97 8c (no gum), 1893 20c(2) & 

50c SG115-16 used, 1897 Jubilees mint vals to 8c, EDVII 5c & 

7c(2), 1908 10c & 15c m, 1911-22 3c,7c & 20c mint and 1922-

31 vals to 10c mint, condition mixed but some fine seen, Cat 

£1,200+ (c27)

£36 CANADA

307 S SG2275/285, 1928-29 George V pictorial definitive issue, 

fresh mounted mint. Cat £400

£120 CANADA

312 E A fine mint or used collection on leaves including 1900 1d 

SG2/2a u, EDVII vals including 1/- m, 1908-09 ¼d vals in mint 

blocks of 4, good selection of War Tax issues m & u, 1921 vals 

to 5/- m, 1935 to 1/- m, etc, Cat £285

£36 CAYMANS

313 E Mainly mint selection on double sided Hagner with QV 1900, 

EDVII vals to 3d, 1912-20 to 6d, War Tax, other KGV vals to 1/-

, KGVI to 1/- and QEII vals to 1/- plus a few Omnibus sets etc, 

condn good to fine Cat £350+ (100)

£50 CAYMANS

319 S SG284/1295, 2012 Marine Life (12v) set in U/M gutter pairs, 

cat £190++

£50 CAYMANS



326 S SG157 1885 5c on 48c Rose, perforation 14 mounted mint, 

wing margin example mounted mint. A valuable stamp which 

cats £2,500. Offered 'as is' by vendor as we cannot guarantee 

the overprint, although it looks okay.

£180 CEYLON

329 E Small selection of 15 'QV Chalon' stamps. 9 are imperfs 

including a 6d pair. Also has an item marked SG37a, which 

cats £200 if correct (not guaranteed by us). Good value here.

£50 CEYLON

330 S 1950/1 $12,500 Purple VARIETY WEAK PRINT with MISSING 

CORNER PRINT NW. On Granite Paper with Correct Perf 10.5 

& W14 Wmk of Manchukuo (Sideways). Unused without Gum 

as Issued. NE310var

£150 CHINA

337 S SG41/50var. Short set to 50c, 10 values all fine used and each 

with 'Brackets for 'O' variety in Northern'. Not often seen 

individually let alone a complete set!

£40 COOK ISLANDS

342 S 1878-80 GB 1d red optd good used with 975 cancel 

"Limassol" SGZ29 Plate 216, Cat £300

£60 CYPRUS

348 A 1956-2002 mint collection in album with many sets and some 

mini sheets, early Europa's, values to £1 and £2, many sets in 

blocks of 4 which renders many u/m stc £850+  (100s)

£46 CYPRUS

349 A A QV to KGVI mint & used collection in red springback album 

including 1880 ½d with "Larnaca" pmk, 1d reds optd Pl.201, 

215 & 216 used, 1881 Die I WMK CC ½p & 1p, 1882-86 vals to 

12p Die I, 1882 surcharges with better good to fine used, 

EDVII vals to 18pi used, 1912-15 vals to 45p m (45p toned) 

used to 18p, 1921-23 vals to 2¾ m and used to 4p, 1924 most 

vals to 45p used, 1934 set to 45p u, 1935 S. Jubilee m & u etc, 

Cat £2,350, (150+) 

£380 CYPRUS



350 A An untidy collection from QV to QEII mint & used, we note 

1880 mint QV, 1886 ½pi on ½pi used, 1892 vals to 4pi u, EDVII 

vals to 18pi u, KGV vals to 45pi used etc, KGVI many vals to 

90pi used, then a range of QEII with used vals to £1 etc, 

condn fair to fine (few 100)

£75 CYPRUS

351 A Mint & used collection in album including 1880 2½ rose Pl.11 

& 13 u, 1882-86 Die I to 4pi u, 1894-96 to 4pi u, 1904-10 vals 

to 18pi u, KGV 1928 to 45pi, 1934 to 45 pi used, KGVI to £1 u, 

then a duplicated range of early QEII values including some 

mint Europa sets etc, condition mixed Cat £1,180  (100s)

£65 CYPRUS

356 A 1851 to modern used in small album we note 1851-54 

4rbs(faults), 1854-59 4sk(3), 1864-70 2sk,4sk & 16sk f/u, 1870-

74 2sk(2), 4sk & 8sk(3), 1875-1903 many vals to 1913-28 

many vals to 5k including 27ore etc, 1929 Cancer research, 

1930 60th B'Day to 40ore, 1934 Air, then a good range of sets 

and singles to 1990, condn mixed but many fine can be had, 

Cat £1,300+ (100s)

£80 DENMARK

357 A Early to modern used collection in a 64 sided red 'Compass' 

stock book. Laid out in chronological order. This is a nice one 

country lot starting with 10 x 4sk imperf,  several are four 

margin; 1864 perf 2sk (faults); Extensive 1875 types with 

values to 100 ore, different perfs and some 'inverted frames' 

and 8 ore with no stop after Postfirm; 1924 Danish Post 

complete etc. Much else through to modern issues, although 

quite sparse after 1990. The early issues worthy of checking 

with a detailed catalogue and value to be found. Overall there 

are 1,730 items here of which in excess of 570 are pre 1935. 

Some duplication for shades / perfs etc. but mostly different. 

Includes a few U/M miniature sheets. A valuable lot reserved 

at under 7p a stamp

£100 DENMARK



358 E Mint & used selection in small stock book from 1851 to 2002, 

we note 1851-54 4RBSs (3) u, 1854-59 vals to 8sk u, 1864-70 

vals to 16sk u, 1870-74 vals to 16sk, 1904-05 50ore & 100ore, 

1913-28 vals to 10k used etc then mint with much u/m from 

1984 to 2002 with many sets and singles including 1991 

Posters etc, condn mixed with the earlies otherwise good to 

fine Cat £2,650+ (few 100)

£160 DENMARK

363 E QV to QEII slightly duplicated ranges on stock pages mint and 

used, we note 1877-86 vals to 4d, 1903-20 vals to 1/- mint, 

1918-19 War Tax issues, 1923-33 vals to 3/- m, 1938-47 vals 

to 2/6 m & u, 1954-62 vals to 10c m & u etc, condn fair to 

fine, Cat £700+ 

£95 DOMINICA

366 E 1922-46 collection on leaves, includes 1923 King Faud defins 

used, 1925 Geographical Congress mint, 1926 Agricultural set 

mint; 1933 Railway mint, 1933 Aviation fine used, 1938 King 

Farouk 18th Birthday £1 mint, Cat £780+

£80 EGYPT

367 A 1956 - 1972 U/M collection in blue Lighthouse stock books, 

with many sets and several of them in blocks of four. Very 

clean lot. STC over £2,200 by vendor. 

£200 EGYPT

368 A Duplicated U/M dealers stock, mostly 1950's to 1970's with 

many blocks of four and also miniature sheets in quantity. 

Excellent stock lot for breaking and STC £5,100+ by vendor, 

we consider this may be understated based on a sample 

check of some of the pages. Clean lot

£470 EGYPT

374 E SG26/26a, stock card with 41 x U/M copies of both the 

Waterlow and DLR printing of the ½d stamp. Includes some 

blocks, total cat £451, very cheap reserve

£34 FALKLAND DEPS



376 S SGG2/G2var, 1d Thick map value, lower marginal pair, 

showing part marginal inscription. Left hand stamp has a 

broken Antarctic Circle 80 degree line above the d of 1d. In 

pair with normal and a fine reference piece. Unlisted but 

every bit as spectacular as the 'Gap in 80th parallel listed 

variety, which this is not. Worth checking if other examples 

exist!

£50 FALKLAND DEPS

378 E Two album pages  with issues 1953 - 56  (SGG25 to G41 

inclusive) also 2 sets from Falklands. Look to be first hinge 

and in nice condition. Cat over £200 and includes the 15 value 

ships set. Clean lot

£38 FALKLAND DEPS

383 E 2017 Year Pack in envelope complete as supplied by the 

Falklands Post Office 

£35 FALKLAND ISLANDS

384 E 2018 Year Pack in envelope complete as supplied by the 

Falklands Post Office 

£40 FALKLAND ISLANDS

385 A Nice condition expensive Red Safe FDC album with a 

collection of 22 mainly Buckingham Covers commemorating 

the 25th anniversary of the Falklands War. Includes covers 

signed by Rex Hunt and Baron Parkinson. Nice lot which 

would have been expensive to acquire new. The album easily 

worth £20 empty as well. 

£40 FALKLAND ISLANDS

393 S SG42, Queen Victoria, 5/- red, fresh lightly mounted mint - 

nice stamp, cat £250

£85 FALKLAND ISLANDS

397 A Large green stock book of u/m ranges from 1991 to 2009 

with many sets including many useful booklets, high 

catalogue value (few 100s)

£100 FAROE ISLANDS

403 E A fine cto used collection on Hagner pages etc from 1987 to 

2015 with at least 85% complete with sets and miniature 

sheets and some sheetlets, clean lot and would fill many 

gaps, Cat £1,480+ (100s)

£290 FIJI



406 E SG253, 1938 2d Die 1, a fine lower marginal mint block of 

eight stamps (2 x4) displaying full marginal imprint and both 

vignette and centre plate numbers. A scarce piece (stamps 

cat £40 each) although somewhat toned, but impressive 

facially. Total cat £320+ as basic stamps and this is a premium 

multiple. Comes on a Murray Payne card indicating a historic 

purchase price of £180

£50 FIJI

409 S SG1/20 (less 6), 1918 Overprint on Hungary set to 10k, (less 1 

x 10F), heavily mounted mint but could possibly be improved 

with some careful TLC,  cat £1,000++

£80 FIUME

411 S 1870 1c Green and 2c Brown SG185 & 187 both good to fine 

m/m, Cat £345

£36 FRANCE

412 S 1871/81 Five Mint (4 x Imperfs - Three to Four Margins; 1 x 

Perf) All Affixed to Carte Postales Plus 1 x Carte Postale 

Unused. Six Items. All Fine & Fresh with Pencil Notations 

Reverse.sg 16-20-30-40-49 cat £560+ (2005)

£120 FRANCE

415 E 1953 - 1979 and later Red Cross Booklets x 43 in packet, good 

cat value

£80 FRANCE

416 A 1956 to 1969 mint and used collection in small 'Byron' spring 

back album. Good lot with many different sets etc. Over 90 

pages with in excess of 600 stamps includes several National 

Relief Fund and Red Cross sets (several of these are mint) and 

also Airs used. Cat value likely to be in the region of £800++

£55 FRANCE

420 A 1985-2004 Booklet collection in album, cat £1045 £95 FRANCE
430 A Euro period U/M collection in black four ring binder. Includes 

a few miniature sheets as well, cat £425, awkward period to 

source.

£55 FRANCE



432 A Maroon 'Lighthouse' black leaved stock book with slipcase 

with a mint (90%+ is U/M) 1926 to 1970 collection. Strength 

in issues to 1960,  and includes many blocks of four in the 

1930's, several being Corner Dated blocks which are priced in 

Yvert catalogue. Several Air stamp issues and Relief Fund sets 

including 1952 (x2)and 1954. A small amount of duplication 

but good ranges here. Condition is generally good with many 

better to be extracted. Cat value exceeds £5,000 according to 

vendor and a good chunk of that is prior to 1939 which is for 

mounted stamps, much of this is U/M and worth more. 

Plenty of upside potential. Nice lot

£550 FRANCE

433 A Old stock book of French origin containing a selection of U/M 

'dated' corner blocks of four. We note 1940 'Mercury' types x 

19; Sowers without ground x 9; 1932-1939 Peace types x 25; 

Marshall Petain x 16; There are well over 100 other blocks, all 

in good condition, time with a specialised catalogue that lists 

the dated blocks will repay. Reserved at under £1 a block 

which seems very reasonable.

£160 FRANCE

434 E Packet of mostly 1990's and later used blocks and booklet 

stamps and miniature sheets, some duplication but a nice 

clean lot of reasonable catalogue value (not calculated). 

Includes a few Euro values. Over 40 items plus a few loose / 

part blocks not counted. Wil be ideal for collector or reseller. 

Worth a look.

£36 FRANCE

456 E A small clean mint & used selection on stock page including 

1886-93 vals to 1/-, 1898-1902 vals to 4d, 1902-05 to 6d m, 

1912-22 vals to 1/- m, 1922-29 to 1/- m, KGVI vals to 2/6 m, 

plus a few used scattered and 1966 set to £1 u/m etc, Cat 

£490+ (c110)

£75 GAMBIA



458 S 1840 2d Deep Full Blue Shade (SK) Pl.1 1844-Type Pmk. 'S' 

Square Touching with Huge Margin Right Showing Adjacent 

'SL'. Red Circular Authentication Mark Reverse. Some Shallow 

Thinning. SG 4/6i Cat From £2000

£240 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

459 S 1840 Penny Black (CL), very good used with red Maltese cross 

cancel. Almost four margins, just touching at base. 

£60 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

461 S 1841 2d BLUE MINT SHADE (GD) Pl.4 Three margins cut into 

at left, Showing VARIETY Break Above 'N' of 'PENCE' with 

Some Over inking NE Star & Near 'E' of 'POSTAGE'. Adjacent 

Stamp 'GC' Showing Left Margin. SG 13/15 Cat £5000 as 

Cheapest Shade without Printing Varieties.

£400 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

465 S 1841 BLUE CANCELS Pair: 1d Red (Pl.81) & 2d Blue (Pl.4). Both 

Three Margin Used Examples. QV Spec (i) B1xb & (ii) E1(2)wb 

Cat. £1250.00 

£120 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

466 S 1855 (June) 1d RED-BROWN Fresh Mint Large Crown T1, Die 

II, Alpha II, Blued Paper, Perf 14 Lettered 'TH'. Original Dried 

Gum with Hinge Remain. QV Spec C6(1) Cat. £525

£160 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

468 S 1857/77 QV FIVE FISCAL IMPRIMATURS All without Gum as 

Issued. All Fine and Mostly Plated & Dated on Reverse in 

Pencil. A Scarce Lot. SG Cat £935 

£350 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

469 S 1858/1876 2d Blue Shade Mint Plates Selection from 9 to 15 

Including Plate 12 & Re-entries. Lettered: AG (9), CK(15), 

DA(15), ED(14), TL(13), SC(13), OD(15), KC(12), JK(9) Re-

entries: DA, ED, OD. SG 45/47 Cat £6500+

£1,950 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

470 S 1860 1d Inland Revenue Postal Fiscal Provisional Issue. Fresh 

Colours - Small Fault at Top. GENUINE OVERPRINT. SG F8 & 

QV Spec L108 Cat £950

£150 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED



471 S 1861 3d EXPERIMENTAL ESSAY of HEAD of KING of 

PORTUGAL MARGINAL IMPERFORATED PAIR by De La Rue on 

ungummed paper. Excellent Original Indian Red Shade. Scarce 

in Marginal Multiples.

£475 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

473 S 1864/79 1d Plate 124 Block of Four (SH-TI) UM-MM + 

Selvedge with Deckled Edge Showing '(H)AND SIDE of the 

Letter. In Wetting'. Perfs Fully Intact with Usual Crackly 

Original Brownish Gum. Pencil Notation Reverse in Margin. 

Cat £168 for MOUNTED SINGLES WITHOUT SELVEDGED 

INSCRIPTION

£120 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

474 S 1864/79 1d Plate 187 Block of Four (HA-IB) UM x 1 and MM x 

3. Selvedge showing '(HA)ND SIDE of the Letter. In Wetting 

the'. Usual crackly gum with 187 pencil notation in margin. SG 

43/44 Cat £280++

£140 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

475 S 1864/79 1d Plate 96 1d Rose-red Shade Unmounted Mint 

Larger Block of Six with Usual Gum Wrinkling & Some 

Localised Tone Spots SG 43/44 Cat £390 as MOUNTED 

SINGLES

£195 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

484 S SG19 2d deep blue, Small Crown WMK, Perf 16, fine mounted 

mint. As often for early line engraved issues, the stamp is mis-

perforated and centered high and right. Very fresh and cat 

£4,700

£375 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

485 S SG2, 1d Black (FL) four margins, close but clear at left with a 

most attractive crisp red Maltese Cross cancellation. Very 

nice stamp.

£100 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

487 S SG3, Penny Grey-black, Plate 1a (QH), A very nice looking four 

good margin example mounted mint. Scarce item, cats 

£18,500 (as plate 1a) and has the benefit of a Brandon 

certificate of genuiness. In our opinion a very reasonable 

reserve.

£3,000 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED



488 S SG43, Plate 170, U/M marginal block of four stamps (GK/HL). 

Very fresh and good centering for this issue. A little gum 

crazing as to be expected with the original gum as it shrinks 

over time, that said much better than usual. Excellent 

multiple. The catalogue prices for these issues are for 

mounted, this U/M block will command a good premium to 

that.

£100 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

490 S SG5, 1840 2d blue imperforate (PK), Plate 1, An attractive 

4margin stamp with a crisp red Maltese Cross. Has  a possible 

thin / repair behind upper right hand corner square, 

completely undetectable on the front. Looks really good, 

reserve reflects the possible defect, without which it would 

be double this, Cat £950

£175 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

491 S SG9, 1d pale red-brown (worn plates), mint pair (AI/AJ), both 

stamps 3+ margins cut into at base, Cat £1,350+, cheap 

reserve

£70 GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

493 S 1867 9d Straw Pl.4 Lettered 'HL' with Unusual Pen Cancel. 

Good Colour with Small Pencil Notation & Little Paper 

Adherence Reverse. A couple of toned /discoloured perf tips. 

SG 110

£120 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

494 S 1877 4d Sage-green Pl. 15 INVERTED WMK Very Fresh Lightly 

Mounted Mint. A couple of reduced perfs and we consider 

regummed. SG153Wi Cat £3000 

£650 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

495 S 1880 2½d Blue Pl.19 (DG) Variety Blind Perf at Right. Very 

Fresh with Superb Original Colour. Small Brownish Gum 

Remnants Reverse . SG 142 Cat £575 (Without Variety)

£195 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

496 S 1880 Provisional Issue 1d in GREENISH SHADE 'GF' on CROWN 

WATERMARKED WHITE PAPER. Obliterated with a '383' 

Numeral of Hull. Some Light Toning & Small Shallow Thin. 

Origin Unknown. SG166var

£175 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED



498 S 1884 £1 Brown-lilac Early Used Colchester CDS 6 Aug 1884 

also with a heavy GPO Oval. Hinge remains with stains from 

oily cancel showing on reverse. SG185 Cat £3000

£425 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

499 S 1887 1s Jubilee Deep Dull Green Shade VLMM UNLISTED 

VARIETY DOUBLE FRAME LINE AT LEFT Similar to the listed 2d 

Jubilee SG Spec K30b. Imperceptibly Mounted Mint with 

Some Light Original Gum Wrinkles. Note: Gibbons Lists Only 

Inverted Wmk Variety for this Issue. SG 211var. The forgoing 

information supplied by vendor and not checked by us for 

either shade or variety.

£750 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

500 S 1887 2d Jubilee Variety 'Double Frame Line at Left' Affecting 

Two Stamps in Positional Marginal Corner Block Four. SE 

Stamp Very Lightly Mounted with the Other Three 

Unmounted. Toned Gum with Hinging in Margin. Marginal 

Setting 3. SG Spec K30b

£495 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

503 S 1887 6d Jubilee IMPRIMATUR Four Margins UM with Vertical 

Fold. From Imperforate Spare Registration Sheet Plate 5 with 

'5' pencil notation on reverse. Cat £900 AS MOUNTED

£195 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

504 E 1887-1900 Jubilee issue x 9 values on album sheet. 2d, 2½d, 

3d, 4d, 5d, 9d, 10d and both different 1/- values.  All are 

selected very good to fine used cds copies and in the correct 

colours - the 1/- green is an exceptionally fine example. Cat 

£371, this is premium material and we consider excellent 

value at the reserve compared to what you will find 

elsewhere. Good quality lot!

£80 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

506 S 1890 Jubilee 3d on ORANGE PAPER Lightly Mounted Mint 

with Horizontal Gum Fold. Comes with 3d Mint on Yellow 

Paper for Comparison. SG 202/204 Cat £825

£150 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED



507 S 1891 £1 Green Fine Used Variety Frame Unbroken JC (Plate 3) 

Excellent Colour with One Shortish Perf. SG 212var. QV 

Specialised KA17aa cat £1650.

£450 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

509 E 2½d Rosy-Mauve used copies on album page, Anchor WMK 

plates 1 and 2, Orbs WMK, plates 4 to 16 inclusive. 13 stamps 

in all, all look sound copies with mostly part duplex cancels. 

Vendor says cat £1,175. 

£44 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

514 S SG129, 1878 £1 brown-lilac plate 1 (HI) with Maltese Cross 

watermark. Excellent colour and perfs, centered to right with 

a lovely crisp 'Glasgow' 1882 cds cancellation. A very fine 

example of this stamp with strong visual appeal. Cat £4,500. 

£1,400 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

516 S SG156 1876 8d Orange (NH), fresh mounted mint and if we 

were being harsh centered fractionally low. Good colour and 

perforations, Cat £1,850, Reserve looks very cheap

£275 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

517 S SG156, 8d orange, garter wmk, sound to good used with 

duplex cancel, cat £350.

£30 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

518 S SG160, 4d grey-brown (AC), Plate 17 lightly mounted mint. 

Cat £450

£60 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

519 S SG162, 6d on 6d (AJ), mounted mint. Very good colour for 

this stamp. Cat £675

£75 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

520 S SG171, 1d pale lilac 14 Dots, fresh mounted mint example, an 

awkward stamp. Cat £225

£40 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

523 S SG183 (KH), 1883 10/- Ultramarine good used with parts of 

two registered oval postmarks. Cat £525

£85 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

525 S sg183A, 1883-4 10/- Pale Ultramarine (HF), mounted mint. 

Two vertical creases not overly obvious from the front, 

remains an attractive stamp. Good colour, centering and 

perfs. Cat £2,500 and sensibly reserved

£250 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

526 S SG207, 5d dull purple & blue DUTY PLATE 1 (specialised SPEC 

K35) quite lightly mounted mint. Cat £800

£275 GB QV SURFACE PRINTED



536 E 1836 Pre-stamp Entire (Embossed Top Left) to London with 

Crawford St (St. Marylebone) Straight-line & Rated '2'. Fancy 

Oct 21 1836 Cancel in Red. Some Tearing with Filing Crease. 

Complete. 

£40 GB POSTAL HISTORY

543 E 1841 (29 April) French Entire to London with Paris Thimble of 

30 April Plus THREE RATINGS & Red Backstamp 2 May. 

Complete & in Exceptionally Nice Condition with Light Soiling. 

Filing Crease.

£40 GB POSTAL HISTORY

562 S 1902/12 1 ½d Used Collection 200 Values Mainly off 

Paper/Sound Stamps with only Few Faults with a Plethora of 

Cancels Inc CDSs. Excellent for Study - Cheapest Gibbons Cat 

Value £4600. SG221/289

£150 GB KE7

569 S 1911 ½d Green Crown Wmk Die IA Fresh Light Mounted Mint 

VARIETY Diagonal Line 'Cracked Plate' Appearance Extending 

from Top Right to Base of King's Neck. SG 322var

£250 GB KG5

578 S 1924 1½d Red-brown Shade Fresh Light Mounted Mint 

UNLISTED VARIETY 'WHITE BALD PATCH BEHIND EAR'. 

SG420var

£195 GB KG5

579 S 1924 3d Postage Due in Dull Violet B24 CONTROL on 

EXPERIMENTAL PAPER Wmk 111a (Closer Spacing Horiz Rows - 

12.5mm Instead of 14.5mm) PARTIALLY PERFORATED 

MARGIN (SG Notes: PERFORATED DOES NOT EXIST). UM with 

Light Gum Tone. KIngs Spec SG R14b cat £175 WITHOUT 

CONTROL

£150 GB KG5

580 S 1934 (20 August) I½d PHOTOGRAVURE INTERMEDIATE 

FORMAT (18.4mm x 22.2mm) SCARCE FIRST DAY ISSUE 

AYLESBURY PIECE. CONFIRMS EARLIEST FDI (INTERMEDIATE) 

AS GIBBONS STATE '1934' in CONCISE/SPECIALISED (N52). 

Notation Reverse SG441 

£100 GB KG5



582 S 1935 Halfpenny Green Marginal Vertical Small Format PAIR 

with VARIETY Top Stamp SIMILAR 'Horn Variety' (Specialised 

N47d cat £350 Mounted Single). Superb Fresh Unmounted 

Mint. SG439var

£195 GB KG5

587 S SG420c, 1½d block Cypher printed on the gummed side, very 

lightly mounted mint, cat £650 (as mtd). Scarce item

£250 GB KG5

589 S SG438, 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black, lightly mounted 

mint. Unfortunately has a light vertical gum crease at one 

edge, which does not affect facial appearance. Realistic 

reserve we think and actually much better than it sounds

£260 GB KG5

595 S 1912 1d Downey Bright Scarlet Die 1B SPECIMEN TYPE 22 

Unmounted Mint INVERTED WATERMARK with Typical 

Straight-edge (Ex-booklet). Gibbons King's Spec N10s STC 

£325 for MOUNTED MINT & for NORMAL WATERMARK.

£195 GB KG6

596 S 1924 CANCELLED BOOKLET PANE of SIX Type 33p Fresh 

Mainly Unmounted (Top Middle Stamp LMM) with Good to 

Excellent perforations. Couple of Tiny Marks on Gum. Ex-

Voucher Booklet Sent to Advertisers. Kings Spec NB12x Cat 

£550

£195 GB KG6

598 S 1941 Halfpenny Pale Green VERY WEAK PRINTING Plus 

COMPLETE OFFSET on Vertical Strip of Three All Unmounted 

Mint SG485var

£195 GB KG6

599 E 1948 2½ Silver Wedding Complete Sheet of 120 with 

QCom10a 'Spot on Shoulder' Variety From Cyl.5 No Dot 

R.15/1. Fully Unmounted Mint. Some Most Perforations Split 

across middle of Sheet but Margins Still Intact.  One small 

tone spot. Consecutive No.048623. Excellent For Framing.

£95 GB KG6



603 S SG476/478b, 1939-1948 George VI square high value set, 

lightly mounted mint, several incl. 10/- dark are very lightly 

hinged.

£120 GB KG6

606 S 1957 2d Wilding Light Red-brown Horiz Strip of Three with 

VARIETY DOUBLE PERFORATIONS on ALL THREE STAMPS. 

Fresh Unmounted Mint with Overprint Including 'Provident 

Society'. St Edwards Crown Sideways Wmk SG543bdvar

£195 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

610 S 1964 FRB 3d Variety Excess Ink (Reddish Violet) Obliterating 

Year & Value Affecting Right-hand Stamp in Marginal 

Unmounted Mint Strip of Three. SG 659var

£450 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

613 E 1966 Battle of Hastings, 4d value in a strip of six stamps with 

a very visual 'Magenta Shift to left' giving displacement of 

design across all six stamps. Supplied with six individual 

'normal' stamps for comparison. Startling appearance when 

compared to normal and needs no explanation when viewed. 

Fine U/M, nice item and very reasonable reserve.

£40 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

617 S SG536/9, 1955 Waterlow Castles set Lightly Mounted Mint. 

Cat £250

£30 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

625 S SG614wi, 2½d carmine-red Type II (2 Bands) with Inverted 

Watermark, U/M. Perfs trimmed a little on one side, 

otherwise fine, scarce Wilding stamp, cat £175

£44 GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

641 E 50p booklet 'Old Spot Pig' containing booklet pane SGX845ny 

'MISSING PHOSPHOR' x 18 copies. Cat £22 each total cat 

£396

£60 GB QE2 DECIMAL



646 B Green box file containing a specialised collection of decimal 

'1st class's stamp booklets written up on leaves in polyprotec 

sleeves. Slight duplication, includes a total of 652 1st class 

stamps with current usable face value of £619.40. Always 

sought after for postage purposes and can now be exchanged 

with Royal Mail for current bar-coded issues. A few cylinder 

books noted as well as other supporting paperwork relating 

to offers etc Cheap reserve..

£325 GB QE2 DECIMAL

650 E Regionals & Machins, 3 Hagner sheets packed with decimal 

Machins including many Regional types from Wales, NI, 

Scotland and IOM. All U/M with phosphor band variants etc. 

Over 520 stamps with a little duplication in places and face 

value is in the region of £60 or so

£34 GB QE2 DECIMAL

657 E Small specialised collection of 2nd class stamp booklets 

written up on leaves in polyprotec sleeves. Slight duplication, 

includes a total of 190 2nd class stamps with current usable 

face value of £129.20. Always sought after for postage 

purposes and can now be exchanged with Royal Mail for 

current bar-coded issues. A few cylinder books noted.

£70 GB QE2 DECIMAL

673 E Year 2000 special items x 4 comprising Stamp Show 2000 

pass including overprinted Millennium Timekeeper Mini 

sheet; Penny Black stamp reproduction pack with a mint 

block of four; Her Majesty's stamps miniature sheet 

presentation pack and Matthews Palette Miniature Sheet 

souvenir in special stamp show pack. Usual retail of these 

items is £175+. Attractively reserved (4 items)

£50 GB QE2 DECIMAL



677 E 1971 31st Anniversary of the Battle of Britain illustrated 

commemorative cover signed by WW2 British air ace Group 

Captain Sir Douglas Bader. This is on the Royal Air Force 

Museum cover number S,C. 30 and the design features a 

Supermarine Spitfire. Nice item

£50 GB FDC & COVERS

691 E 2019 Elton John Royal Mail 'Dodgers Stadium' special official 

cover bearing a complete set of issued stamps. Very rare 

thus, originally issued with two stamps, one from the stamp 

set (Captain Fantastic) and the Dodgers Stadium stamp from 

the miniature sheet. This cover has the additional 7 stamps 

from the set added and these have then been cancelled with 

the correct postmark to match the cover and making this a 

very scarce full set 'official ' First day Cover. The original two 

stamp cover cost £26 to buy as issued and we know of only 8 

such covers.

£60 GB FDC & COVERS

692 E 2019 Elton John Royal Mail 'Dodgers Stadium' special official 

cover bearing a complete set of stamps from the Miniature 

Sheet. Very rare thus, originally issued with two stamps, one 

from the stamp set (Captain Fantastic) and the Dodgers 

Stadium stamp from the miniature sheet. This cover has the 

additional 3 stamps from the mini sheet added and these 

have then been cancelled with the correct postmark to match 

the cover and making this a very scarce full set 'official ' 

Miniature Sheet stamps First day Cover. The original two 

stamp cover cost £26 to buy as issued and we know of only 2 

of these covers.

£70 GB FDC & COVERS



693 E 2019 Marvel Super Heroes Retail NVI Booklet. Peter Payne 

'Official' First day Cover, just 6 covers produced in this design 

(21st Anniv. Of Payne Covers). There were six produced in 

another design also. Very difficult item to locate due to tiny 

number that exist and scarce

£38 GB FDC & 

COVERS

694 E 2019 Marvel Super Heroes, Peter Payne Official First Day 

Cover for the  set of 10 stamps. Scarce cover,  just 17 

individually numbered covers exist.

£42 GB FDC & 

COVERS

695 E 2019 Marvel Super Heroes, Peter Payne Official First Day 

Cover for the 10 stamps and labels taken from the A4 generic 

sheet. Issue coincides with 21st Anniv. Of Payne covers. 

Scarce item, just 10 individually numbered covers exist, this 

is number 8.

£42 GB FDC & 

COVERS

696 E 2021 National Parks, Peter Payne 'Official' First Day cover, an 

attractive item showing a view of The Porlock Vale. Scarce 

item as just 12 of this cover exist with his sponsored 

postmark.

£50 GB FDC & COVERS

697 E 2021 Only Fools & Horses Miniature Sheet, Peter Payne 

'Official' FDC. One of his more quirky designs for 'The Sacking 

of Troy', special Trojan Way postmark. Rare cover only 14 

exist.

£55 GB FDC & COVERS

698 E 2021 United Kingdom, A Celebration Miniature Sheet, Peter 

Payne 'Official' FDC. Large sized item themed on the novel 

'Quentin Durward' by Sir Walter Scott. Scarce cover, just 12 

individually numbered covers were produced.

£55 GB FDC & COVERS



706 A 1858 to 1977 valuable mint collection in SG printed album. 

Of note SG40, 2 x 1d plates, Bantam plate 5 (cat £110), 

SG165/7 (Cat £340), 1883-4 Lilac and Green values x 6 LMM 

(Cat £1,390), 1887 Jubilee complete except 1/- green; EDVII 

15 values to 1/-; Basic Downey Heads set of 10 complete; 

1912 Royal Cypher set (missing 9d olive); 1924 & 25 

Wembley's the latter is U/M; 1934 Photo set; 1939 High 

Values complete; RSW; 51 Festival High vals; Several different 

Wilding sets including Tudor, Edward and Phosphor Graphite, 

comprehensive commems including most Phosphors (Mtd); 

SGX842 U/M; Good postage dues with sets and near 

complete sets from first issue; 12 different Officials; Page of 

Channel Is Wartime issues complete plus Pre decimal CI 

including first postage dues. A high cat collection with much 

of interest.

£800 GB COLLECTIONS

707 A 1870 - 1970 mint and used collection in green spring back 

album. Of note 10 x Bantams used; 0ver 100 diff 1d red plates 

used; 24 Wembley mint and 25 set used; 48 RSW used; mint 

commems from 1953 coronation with phosphors (better sets 

checked of these were U/M). Decimal comms to circa 1976 

mint; Tudor Wildings mint inc s/w wmks, Edward wmk ditto; 

later wildings inc Graphite's, SG595a/598a Castles and Phos 

Graphite wildings. Machins including ½p left band. Worth a 

look, valuable lot.

£250 GB COLLECTIONS

709 A 1971 - 2014 U/M Commemoratives largely complete in three 

large four ring binders. Face Value circa £1,500+ based on a 

1st class worth 85p valuation

£700 GB COLLECTIONS

716 E Album page of 1870-1879 ½d Bantams, 14 different stamps 

said to be Plates 1 to 20 (excluding the difficult Plate 9). Cat 

£700+

£75 GB COLLECTIONS



720 A Blue 'Stanley Gibbons' 22 ring binder with a fairly specialised 

collection of mint (Look U/M), Decimal Machins. We note 

coils, stamps ex PSB's and in general a quite well written up 

collection with stamps in 'Hawid' type mounts with 

descriptions beneath, over 250 stamps and worthy of 

continuation. Clean lot

£44 GB COLLECTIONS

721 B Clear 'Really Useful Box with mint(mostly decimal) 

remaindered and in places a quite duplicated accumulation. 

Includes 20+ x £2.30 discount Christmas Booklet, some 

presentation packs and many 50p booklets (including 2 

wrapped bundles of 25 booklets). Also several 2nd class 

booklets and a packet of 30 or so 'stitched booklets'. Face 

value of stamps exceeds £980. Good source of postage and 

quite a few Cylinder books spotted.

£475 GB COLLECTIONS

727 A Large white four ring binder with a slightly duplicated 

collection of 'Prestige Stamp Booklets from1972 Wedgewood 

to Euro 1996. Total usable face value is £182+, cheap reserve

£90 GB COLLECTIONS

730 A QEII Errors & Varieties - Green 'Lighthouse' stock book with 

over 250 identified items. These include missing phosphors, 

perf shifts, a couple of Dr. Blade flaws, also a £1 Machin 

imperf pair and other commemorative flaws. Many are in 

positional pieces and there are a few non varieties, but 

overall a very good offering of it's type. We would say over 

half of the items are Machin related. Time spent with a 

Concise catalogue as a starter would identify around half of 

the items, others will need specialised catalogues. Virtually 

everything is fine unmounted mint. Reserved at under £2 an 

item.

£350 GB COLLECTIONS



731 E Queen Victoria used x 53 on Stock page. One Bantam, the 

rest are surface printed. Mixed condition as to be expected 

but many sound stamps here. More valuable items include 

SG127, Plate 2 with faults (cat £1,500), SG76 (Cat £350), 2 x 

SG125 (Cat £300), SG152 single and a pair with faults (Cat 

£475 each), SG72 (Cat £350) and SGO68 (Cat £275). Very little 

duplication here with over 45 different stamps. Total 

Catalogue value in excess of £9,500. Reserved at under 4% of 

that.

£350 GB COLLECTIONS

732 S QV Collection Used from 1840 to 1900 Inc. Penny Black & 

1840 Twopenny Blue, 10d Embossed, 5/- Plates 2 & 4. 

Average to Fine (81 Values) MINIMUM CAT £18,270

£1,200 GB COLLECTIONS

734 E RAF signed commemorative and First day covers x 9, five of 

which have at least two signatures. We note the autographs 

of 'Bob' Stanford Tuck DSO, DFC; Roland Beaumont CBE, DSO, 

DFC; Bill Bedford OBE, AFC; Johnnie Johnson; Neville Duke x 

3; Nice lot which will write up well with a bit of research. 

Reserve is under £10 an item which is cheap for these 

signatures

£75 GB COLLECTIONS

736 E SGME1 1d black Mulready letter sheet used addressed to 

Dover and with a red Maltese cross. Filing crease and some 

wrinkling from age and with a hole at lower right but 

collectable none the less. Cat £550

£50 GB COLLECTIONS



739 E Three pages with 23 Commemorative stamps from 1963 - 

1966 period, all overprinted cancelled in various types. 

Scarce items, most appear to be U/M. Page 152 of the 

Specialised catalogue indicates 'these were for use in trials 

carried out by the Forensic Department and should not have 

reached the general public'. The written up pages indicate 

these were from 'Press Handouts'. Whatever their origin, 

these are the first accumulation of these we have seen and 

undoubtedly unusual. Reserved at under £9 a stamp

£200 GB COLLECTIONS

740 B White carton containing decimal booklets including PSB's and 

Christmas Booklets. Circa 75%+ of this lot is 1st and 2nd class 

booklets of various types. Well over 100 items, useable face 

value is  in excess of £1,400. There are some cylinder books 

sprinkled amongst and much of the content here is valid for 

the recently announced Royal Mail 'swap scheme' relating to 

Machin type stamps. Good postage lot

£700 GB COLLECTIONS

744 S Guernsey - SG G2 / G2d, Marginal Imprint Block of 10 1d 

wartime stamps, the four stamps above the imprint are 

Imperforate between horizontal pairs x 2. Very sought after 

as such particularly in this format, Cat £1,600+ and rare as a 

single pair. Slight wrinkling in margin at base mentioned for 

accuracy but this is an impressive block of exhibition quality 

given its scarcity.

£700 GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

756 E 1880s National Telephone Company Perforated Stamps 

Collection (36 Values). All Original Gum Inc Block of Nine, 

Marginal Block of Four, 2 x Blocks of Four & Marginal Singles. 

Five Denominations: 1d, 3d, 4d, 6d & 1 Shilling. C/w Old 

Newspaper Related Article.  

£275 GB LOCALS & CINDERELLA



757 E 1934 Apex Air Post Exhibition London May 7-12 Scarce 

Unmounted Mint Imperf Block of Twelve Labels with Some 

Wrinkling & Small Confined Areas of Staining.    

£95 GB LOCALS & CINDERELLA

759 S 1990 Stamp World London Alexandra Palace Scarce Souvenir 

Sheets Set of Six - Limited Printing Numbered 02083 Includes 

Reproductions of Penny Black & Two Penny Blue from 

Original Dies. All Six Superb Fresh Unused.

£150 GB LOCALS & CINDERELLA

760 S 1875 50pf Grey PFENINGE with final "E" SG36 good to fine 

used, Cat £550

£40 GERMANY

764 A 1990's and 2000's mint and used collection filling a green 64 

sided 'Compass' stock book. Many hundreds including 

miniature sheets and some multiples and a few varieties . 

Very high cat value

£55 GERMANY

767 E Bag containing several hundred 'all different' unmounted 

mint stamps from the 1980's and 1990's. Mostly in blocks of 

four, very fine condition, cat £1540+, cheap lot,

£90 GERMANY

775 A Early to 1945 mint and used collection in a boxed 'Davo' 

printed album which is in good condition. Stamps commence 

in 1875 (pages from 1872. We counted 440 mostly different 

stamps with some better mint late third Reich issues. Includes 

separate pages for Airs and officials etc. Very clean lot.

£48 GERMANY

779 A West  Berlin & Zones - Over 1150 mint and used stamps in a 

64 page green 'Compass' stock book. Good variety and mostly 

different with some better sets. View to appreciate the 

content.

£100 GERMANY

782 E West Berlin - SFB739/748, Famous Women 100pf to 500pf 

plus four of the lower values in U/M blocks of four, some are 

marginal. Cat value exceeds £336

£38 GERMANY



787 E 1886-1960s mint & used with later u/m, we note QV vals to 

2p & 6d, EDVII vals to 1/-, KGV vals to 2/6 with various wmks, 

KGVI vals to 10/- including some mint better perfs etc, 1953-

59 vals to £1 used plus 1960s Omnibus sets u/m etc, condn 

fair to fine Cat £1,450+ (200+)

£200 GIBRALTAR

795 E A comprehensive mint & used collection of KGVI on album 

pages, we note 1938-51 to £1 including many perf varieties 

with better seen, some u/m and some on small pieces etc, 

condn generally good to fine throughout, Cat £1,230+ (c86)

£250 GIBRALTAR

796 E A fine mint and used collection of QV issues on album pages 

with 1886 optd vals to 2½d u, 1886-87 vals to 2½d m, 1889 

vals to 75c on 1/- m, 1889-96 used vals to 2p, 1898 vals to 1/- 

mint & used vals to 6d, clean lot, Cat £940+ (c50)

£125 GIBRALTAR

797 E A mainly KGV mint & used collection on album pages 

including 1912 to 2/- m & u, 1921-27 m & u vals to 10/- 

including many shades, 1931-33 set m & u including some 

perfs, 1935 S/ Jubilee m & u etc, condn good to fine Cat 

£850+ (90+)

£170 GIBRALTAR

798 E EDVII mint & used selection on album page including 1903 

mint vals to 1/-, 1904-08 m & u vals to 1/- and 1906-11 m & u 

vals to 1/-, condn fair to fine, Cat £720+ (32)

£95 GIBRALTAR

799 B Mint Collection in four Stanley Gibbons 'Devon' Albums, 1980 

- 2012 is quite extensive and is at least 85-90% complete we 

think, There are a few KGV items at the front of one volume 

and then a gap to 1964, many hundreds of stamps and sets 

and we think very good value at the reserve price.

£225 GIBRALTAR



800 A QV (few) to mainly KGV to QEII original collection in small 

green album, includes 1896 20c olive-green used, 1935 

Jubilee set mint, 1953-59 set used (£1 is fine used), 1960-62 

set mint, 1977 and 1982 def sets U/M, Cat £697

£55 GIBRALTAR

805 S SG115b, 1935 Jubilee 3d with listed variety 'Short Extra 

Flagstaff' lightly mounted mint. One slightly reduced perf at 

right otherwise fine, cat £325

£60 GIBRALTAR

806 S SG124aa, 2d Grey Perf 14, 'Ape on Rock' variety' lightly 

mounted mint, a nice example of this classic listed variety. 

Cat £700. 

£250 GIBRALTAR

812 E SG1745/1751, 2017 H.M.S.Gibraltar set (7v) in sheetlets of 5 

stamps, with decorative borders. A most attractive thematic 

set. Face value exceeds £34 and awkward to find thus.

£55 GIBRALTAR

824 E Good to fine mint & used selection on stock pages including 

1876-84 vals to 6d u, 1884-91 m & u vals to 1/-, 1898-1902 

vals to 1/- used, 1901 Surcharge set m, 1902 m & u vals to 1/-

, 1907-13 m & u vals to 2/-, 1913-21 vals to 1/- u, 1921-24 

vals to 1/- m, 1938-43 m & u vals to 2/-, 1948 m & u vals to 

10/- etc plus a few QEII vals m & u etc, condn fair to fine, Cat 

£850+ (150+)

£128 GOLD COAST

825 A 1886-1998 Mainly used collection in two 64 page red stock 

books. Over 1850 stamps (majority different) with many sets. 

1886 types with different perfs etc. and some better stamps 

if correctly placed.  Good basis for continuation, excellent one 

country starter. Pickings to be had we think and sensibly 

reserved.

£160 GREECE

828 S SG461/7, 1933 Air, the Aerospesso Company issue mounted 

mint, cat £200+

£40 GREECE

829 S SG479a, 1934 Athens Stadium, perf 13 x 11½ marginal U/M, 

cat £140

£46 GREECE



833 E A neat mint & used collection from 1863 including 1875 1/- u, 

1883 vals to 8d m, 1895-99 vals to 6d m, 1902 to 3d m, 1913-

22vals to 2/- m, 1921-31 to 1/- m, 1934-36 vals to 2/6 m, 

1938-50 vals to 5/- including some better perfs, 1953-59 to 

$1.50 mint etc, Cat £700+ (130)

£100 GRENADA

839 E 1937-1976 original collection on leaves. Of note 1954 set 

used, 1962 set of 15 mint and used, Useful pickings, cat £468

£40 HONG KONG

841 E A QV to QEII mainly used selection on stock pages including 

1862-96 2c (shades), 1882-96 vals including Company Chops, 

EDVII used, KGV vals to 50c u, 1937 Coronation u, 1938-52 8c 

to $5 u, 1941 Centenary vals to $1, 1949 UPU u, 1954-62 vals 

to $10, 1962-73 vals to $10 used, 1960s Omnibus m & u etc 

plus other values to $1,30, condn fair to fine Cat £590+ 

(150+)

£80 HONG KONG

868 E A mainly used QV range on leaves with a few mint, a 

duplicated range with vals to 8a with various pmks etc, condn 

mixed with high catalogue value (few 100)

£45 INDIA

876 A  Blue 'Stanley Gibbons' stock book with  a stock of U /M 

Miniature Sheets, PSB Panes and other sheetlets. We counted 

a little under 300 items with cat value of around £1,000. 

Quite a bit of duplication, up to 30 of some items and just 

one of others. All unmounted mint in clean condition. Will 

break well for trader / re-seller / packet maker. Reserved at 

circa 10-12% catalogue. Mostly 1980's / 1990's period.

£90 IRELAND

877 A  Heavily duplicated U/M stock of 1984 -1986 Commemorative 

issues in green stock book. Up to 50+ sets of some issues. 

Catalogue value exceeds £2,600 and would be ideal for 

approvals / resale. All in good condition. Cheap reserve on 

this.

£190 IRELAND



879 E 1980's and 1990's small selection of all different U/M 

commemorative issues on four well filled Hagner sheets, two 

of which have sheetlets / miniature sheets. Good range of 

issues looks to be mostly in sets. Total cat value exceeds 

£150. A very clean lot

£42 IRELAND

882 E 1995 - 1999 U/M and fine used collection on album pages 

including miniature sheets and sheetlets, cat £302

£40 IRELAND

884 A Blue 'Stanley Gibbons' Stock book well filled with duplicated 

definitive issues, 1982 values in quantity to £5 (51 of these!), 

many values represented fine U/M including many blocks and 

multiples, the cat value of just these stamps is £2,470. 

Thereafter the later issue to £5 mint and duplicated earlier 

definitive types also. Later Birds values with £1 value x 10 and 

some odd postage dues. A substantial cat value here all in 

nice condition. Suit dealer or packet maker. Worth viewing to 

appreciate and cheaply reserved.

£300 IRELAND

894 S 1890 Postage Due 30c on 2c Mauve & orange SGD49 good to 

fine m/m but with minor tone spots Cat £1,900

£140 ITALY

895 S 1901 50c Violet SG70 fine m/m bar 1 short perf at left 

otherwise fine, scarce stamp, Cat £950

£80 ITALY

896 A 1901-1980 original mint and used collection in small 'The Ace' 

red spring back album. Includes better high cat 1950's era 

material.

£60 ITALY

899 S 1949-51 commems. Small fine used range including 1949 

Roman Republic 100L, 1951 Milan Fair and 1951 Monte 

Cassino Abbey 55L (10 stamps), cat £516

£30 ITALY



905 S Sardinia  - Stock card of the 1855 imperforate issue, 

comprising SG's 28-59 used with all three shades of the 10c 

and 2 x 80 cent plus the 3L Bronze mint (gum cracking). All in 

mixed condition as usual, total cat value is £2,029, there are 

12 stamps in all. Reserve is under 3% cat.

£60 ITALY

906 S SG12, 1863 15c blue, fresh mounted mint, cat £3,000 and 

attractively reserved.

£160 ITALY

911 S 1935 1s Variety 'Short Extra Flagstaff' Marginal Unmounted 

Mint with Tropicalised Gum. Variety  Partial Offset on  

Reverse with tiny soil spot. SG117b Cat £425

£175 JAMAICA

922 S 1890-95 set to 5r SG4-19 fine mounted mint, Cat £550 (15) £100 KUT

924 S 1938/51 1c sg131 COMPLETE SHEET UM from Plate 4A . 

Variously folded but said to include VARIETIES: (i) Retouch 

Value Tablet R. 9/6, (ii) Tadpole Flaw R. 10/8 (sg131ad & af 

cat £145 in 2014) Plus (iii) Unlisted Tearful King & Diagonal 

Dr. Blade Flaw R. 1/5. Perfs Fully Intact. Tiny Wrinkle SE 

Corner

£195 KUT

926 E 1938-54 set to £1 with many perf varieties and colours etc 

SG131-50b good to fine mtd mint, Cat £510+ (36)

£100 KUT

929 E A mainly good to fine used selection on album pages with 

1935-36 to 5/-, 1935 S. Jubilee m & u, 1938-54 set to £1 with 

many better perfs, 1941-42 m & u plus Postage Dues to 1/- 

mint etc, Cat £319 (c110)

£38 KUT

931 S SG126f, 1935 Silver Jubilee 65c value fine used registered 

postmark, displaying the 'Diagonal line by Turret' flaw, cat 

£250

£60 KUT

938 S 1948 KG6 5/- two copies one mounted mint the other fine 

used, both with 'T Guideline in King's hair variety' Murray 

Payne Cat No CW37a. Cat £165 and scarce.

£75 KUWAIT



941 E 2002 World Cup Football Final pair of miniature sheets as 

MS255a and MS255b overprinted, one in gold, one in silver. 

These have the OVERPRINT INVERTED, most unusual. The 

normally overprinted sheets catalogue £64, these would be 

at a premium to that, unlisted in the SG Stamps of the World.

£40 KYRGYZSTAN

942 E 2015-2018 U/M and fine used range on Hagner pages. 62 

stamps and 16 miniature sheets, looks good value

£40 KYRGYZSTAN

943 E Small mint & used selection on stock page, we note 1892-93 

set used, 1902-03 many vals to $1 mint and 1904 4c on 8c & 

4c on $1 both fine mint, Cat £320+ (30+)

£60 LABUAN

945 E 1920's to 1960's picked over mint collection on album pages. 

165 stamps including some sets. We spotted a 1956 United 

Nations FDC , also a trio of imperfs apparently from  a 1942 

limited printing. Plenty of overprints to classify and several 

overprints for airmails etc. Cat value easily exceeds £800

£90 LEBANON

946 S SG280/289, 1944 anniversary of President's return to Office, 

set of 10 most including the Air Values are lightly mounted 

mint. The 12p50 blue has a small thin and 200p Postage has a 

minor tone spot, otherwise a very fresh set, which cats circa 

£300.

£40 LEBANON

948 S 1905-08 values to 1/- with ½d, 2d, 3d(2), 6d and 1/-, SG29, 

31, 33-a and 34-5, Cat £210 fine mounted mint (6)

£38 LEEWARD ISLANDS

949 S 1912-22 many values to 5/- including shades SG46-57 good to 

fine mounted mint, Cat £235 (18)

£42 LEEWARD ISLANDS

950 S 1921-32 short set to 5/- plus better shades of the lower 

values SG58-78, fine mounted mint Cat £279 (21)

£48 LEEWARD ISLANDS



956 E SG690/694, 1976 Libyan Birds, U/M sheets of 25 stamps 

IMPERFORATE. An internet search only returned the normal 

perforated set. The odd gum bend but decent condition and a 

good bird thematic item to display.

£120 LIBYA

971 E SG623/628 and MS629, 1986 Musical Instruments on album 

page, mounted mint. Scarce set and miniature sheet, cat 

£425

£44 MACAU

973 E SG662/5 1988 Protected Mammals sheetlet of four complete 

sets U/M, Cat £160+

£38 MACAU

978 A A useful mint & used selection in green stock book including 

Sates, we note Straits 1883-91 vals to 6c, Surcharges m & u, 

1892-99 m & u vals to 50c, 1902-03 vals to 25c u, 1904-10 to 

50c u, 1906-12 vals to $2 u, KGV vals to $5 u, KGVI to $5 u, 

then good clean ranges of FMS, Johore 1890s m & u, Kedah 

vals to $1 m or u, Kelantan, Malacca KGVI m & u, Negri 

Sembilan 1891-94 set m, 1890d opts m & u, Pahang, Penang, 

Perak from 1884 with 1900 surcharges with other mint vals to 

$5, Selangor, Trengannu 1910-19 vals to 20c, 1941 

surcharges, 1957-63 to $2 mint, Malaysia 1960s-90s with 

many u/m sets etc, condn fair to fine with a few minor 

imperfections, Cat £2,500+ (100s)

£400 MALAYA

979 E Including States and North Borneo / Singapore etc. -Range of 

album pages with mint and used ranges from Straits, through 

FMS and BMA periods. Picked over in places but interesting 

items remain. Several hundreds on circa 40-50 pages. Worth 

a look

£75 MALAYA

981 S Pahang - SG29/44, 1935-1941 set to $1 (16 values) a mix of 

mint and U/M, Cat £135+

£30 MALAYA

985 E Mint, used and u/m selection on stock page including 1909 

set, 1933 vals to 1r, 1956 to 10r, 1960 to 10r, 1963 FFH, 1968 

Paintings etc, Cat £220+ (90+)

£36 MALDIVES



987 E 1860s-1970s mint & used collection on stock pages including 

1863-81 ½d Yellow buff u, 1885-90 to 1/-, 1899-1901 vals to 

2/6, 1903-04 vals to 1/-, 1904-14 vals to 1/-, 1914-21 vals to 

1/-,  etc plus other KGV to 1/- mint, KGVI m & u vals to 10/-, 

1956-58 m & u vals to £1 then other mainly u/m commems 

to 1970s, condn fair to fine Cat £1,200+ (few 100s)

£180 MALTA

988 A 1935-95 in black lighthouse album with matching slipcase a 

mainly used offering with some u/m spotted also.  Cat.£714

£70 MALTA

996 S SG35, 1899 10/- blue black fine used, Cat £75 £32 MALTA
997 A 1858 - circa 1970 mint and used collection in green spring 

back album. QV to QEII with some postmark interest 

throughout. A few hundreds mostly different and clean 

throughout. STC £1400+

£220 MAURITIUS

1000 S Sg154, 1900-05, 2r50 green & black/ blue fine used with 

super cds. One short perf at top and colour a tad pale if we 

were being harsh. Most attractive , cat £170

£40 MAURITIUS

1004 S 1939 National Relief Fund set to 5f+5f SG199-208 good to 

fine mtd mint, Cat £360+ (10)

£30 MONACO

1006 E 1949 Red Cross Fund block of four U/M, being ¼ of MS408, 

also the same item but imperforate being ¼ of MS409. 

Accompanied by the 1951 surcharged block (imperforate) 

being ¼ of MS459. Many printed albums have spaces for 

these blocks of four rather than the larger miniature sheets 

(represented by four of these). This format is quite commonly 

collected in Europe for these items rather than the SG listed 

items. The perforated item has a fold in line with the perfs, 

otherwise in good condition. Pro rate cat value is circa £450

£50 MONACO



1017 E A small mainly mint selection on stock page including 1876-

83 1d, 1884-85 vals to 4d, 1903 vals to 6d plus 1/- u, 1904-08 

vals to 1/-, 1922-29 vals to 1/-, 1938-48 vals to 10/- with 

some better perfs, QEII vals to $4.80 m etc, condn fair to fine, 

Cat £490+ (100+)

£75 MONTSERRAT

1019 S SG363a/399a, 1976 Easter set, surcharge omitted. A scarce 

set see catalogue note, U/M

£85 MONTSERRAT

1024 S 1948 1s Olympic Games Mounted Mint Overprinted TANGIER 

with VARIETY 'White Blob on Lands End' (from Cyl. 3 No Dot  

R. 7/3). Comes with Normal Mint GB 1s Brown for 

Comparison. SG 260var

£120 MOROCCO AGENCIES

1039 S SG1202a, 1979 14ct on 10ct QEII with 'surcharge doubled, 

one albino', very fine unmounted mint. An elusive and 

attractive variety.

£36 NEW ZEALAND

1042 S SG605w, 1938 1d scarlet with inverted watermark, complete 

booklet pane of six stamps, fine unmounted mint. Perfs on 

one side slightly trimmed, otherwise very good. Scarce King 

George VI item

£44 NEW ZEALAND

1048 S SGD1a, 1899 ½d postage due with 'No stop after D' variety. 

From R2/3, mounted mint and very clearly the correct stamp. 

Usual irregular perforations for this issue, fresh appearance, 

Cat £225.

£42 NEW ZEALAND

1053 A Small stock book with a substantial collection / accumulation 

of mint George VI coil join pairs. Duplicated lot with ½d x 73, 

2d x 117, 3d x 140+, 4d x 16, 5d x 5, 6d x 32, 8d x 8, 9d x 63, 

1/- x 3, 1/3d x 10. Many are U/M and generally in good 

condition with numbers in the joins, many different numbers 

in evidence. Lovely lot for either collector or dealer, it would 

take a considerable time to form this lot from scratch. 

Reserve is cheap.

£550 NEW ZEALAND

1057 S SG130141, 1919 Caribou set (12v) mounted mint, many are 

lightly mounted. Good fresh colours, cat £200

£75 NEWFOUNDLAND



1059 S SG285a, 1941 15c Claret, Printed double, one albino, very 

lightly mounted mint. Offered on the original Murray Payne 

stock card when purchased. Nice item and rarely offered. Cat 

£300

£130 NEWFOUNDLAND

1075 E A mint & used selection on stock page including 1894 2c-6c 

mint, 1897-1902 vals to 12c m or u, 1909-23 vals to 16c m or 

u, 1939 m or u vals to 8c, QEII vals to $2 used plus a few mint 

etc, condn mixed in places, Cat £500+ (100+)

£65 NORTH BORNEO

1078 S SG214/232 (less 222), 1918 Red Cross overprint basic set 

lightly mounted mint to $2 + 2c. (one of each value except 8c 

+ 2c), Cat £285+

£110 NORTH BORNEO

1080 S SG303/317, 1934 set complete mounted mint. Nice fresh set, 

but the $ values all have a clear cellophane adhesion on the 

gum and reserved accordingly, values to 50c are all fine, cat 

£1,400

£130 NORTH BORNEO

1083 S SGD87 1939 6c violet postage due with light cancellation, 

nicely used, a difficult KG6 item,  cat £160

£50 NORTH BORNEO

1103 S 1948-57 complete set to 25r plus a few extra perf variants 

SG24-43a fine mounted mint, Cat £290+ (23)

£46 PAKISTAN

1105 E An u/m duplicated selection on Hagner sheets including 1951 

3a & 4a (SG56 (47), SG58 (58), 1956 Republic Day, 1957 set, 

1955-56 2½a Type I and Type II (170+, C. £4.75 each), 1961 

SERVICE set x103 SG066-7 Total Cat £1,460+, (100s)

£60 PAKISTAN

1117 E 1980's Tiles sets in sheetlets of 6 U/M and Fine Used, totally 

unchecked, several dozens from an ex dealer stock. Huge cat 

value

£40 PORTUGAL

1127 S SG10, £1 deep blue fine used, cancelled by  a 'LOMOGUNDI' 

cds cancel. This is a scarce postmark and reserved by vendor 

accordingly. Nice stamp

£140 RHODESIA



1128 S SG113, 1909 £1 Grey-purple perforated 'SPECIMEN' but this 

is inverted - most unusual not seen this before! Mounted 

mint

£90 RHODESIA

1129 S SG491, 3c Roan Antelope, Lower left corner marginal plate & 

traffic light block of four. U/M, 'Black printing doubled'. Nice 

positional item.

£50 RHODESIA

1130 S SG93a, 1901 £20 Yellow-bistre unused without gum. 

Perfinned '2 11 07' and no other obvious marks etc. Probably 

a fiscal use, but cats £16,000 mint and unpriced used. A gap-

filler for an otherwise unobtainable stamp.

£90 RHODESIA

1132 E 2015-2017 collection on Hagner's. 75 stamps and 1 miniature 

sheet U/M, cat £416. Difficult period to find.

£48 ROMANIA

1142 S 1911 3d Lake Block of Four & Single Fresh Unmounted Mint 

Original Gum with Some Light Gum Wrinkling. Superb Original 

Colour & Scarce in Multiples. Tiny Scuff on the Single Stamp. 

Cat £225 as FIVE SINGLES. GENUINE - NOT REPRINTS. 

£75 SERBIA

1144 S 1938-1949 KGVI set of 25 complete mounted mint. Good 

colours, cat £550 as cheapest printings. SG135/149

£55 SEYCHELLES

1147 E A small mint selection of 1938-49 issues including better, we 

note 12c SG139, SG140-142a, 45c SG143, 75c SG145 and 

SG145a etc, Cat £440+ (14)

£40 SEYCHELLES

1167 S SG93/104, 1938 Definitive set complete (12v) mounted mint, 

cat £150

£44 SOMALILAND

1176 S SG1/16, 1963-69 definitives complete with both £1 values 

and the perf variety on the ½d (17 stamps) U/M, cat £200+

£70 SOUTH GEORGIA

1180 S 1924-29 complete set to 5/- including 1d SG2d, good to fine 

mtd mint, Cat £230

£35 SOUTHERN RHODESIA



1182 E 1931-37 many values to 5/- including perfs with some better 

seen SG15-27 good to fine cds used, Cat £375+ (25)

£75 SOUTHERN RHODESIA

1183 E 1931-37 many values to 5/- including perfs with some better 

SG15-27 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £470+ (24)

£90 SOUTHERN RHODESIA

1203 S SG3, (6d) Green, star wmk, Perf 14 - 16 good used with 

slightly blurred duplex cancel, Cat £200

£44 ST. LUCIA

1210 E 1951 1m to 4m SG123-26 in complete fine cto used sheets of 

100, with some perf splitting otherwise eye catching, Cat 

£1,900 (100s)

£155 SUDAN

1214 A 1855-1952 Mint and used collection in red 2 ring binder. 

Older material tending to be used , later mint. Includes SG2 x 

3 used; 1858 series duplicated used including some cds.; 1872 

issues with used duplicates. 1924 UPU used values to 500. 

Interesting officials and dues also. Mixed condition in places 

with plenty of good postmarks seen. A valuable and 

interesting lot on 35 pages, we counted over 690 stamps

£100 SWEDEN

1215 A A fairly comprehensive used collection in small green 

springback album from 1858 to 1970s we note 1858 vals to 

30ore, 1872 vals to 1RD, 1889 issues, 1920s with vals to 

145ore etc, then a very good selection of 3 sided perfs, sets 

etc some in pairs with other values to 20k Swans etc, condn 

poor to fine plus a few Officials at back of book, Cat £1,000+ 

(100s)

£85 SWEDEN

1216 A A fine collection of booklets from 1942 to 1980s with better 

including 1969 Fairy Tales, N. Countries, Bridges, 1970 Trade 

& Industry, Birds, 1971 Christmas, 1982 and 1984 Rebate 

booklets etc, good solid lot with very little duplication, Cat 

£1,260+ (c124 B/Lets)

£100 SWEDEN



1217 E Loose stamps in packet, including some sets and earlier coils 

(look to be U/M) with a face value of 1,250Kr, plus a range of 

booklets face value 810Kr. Total face circa £175, cheap start 

on this.

£35 SWEDEN

1224 S SG3, 1855 6s grey used with parts of two Gothenborg circular 

cancels. Blunt corner perf at upper right and has a hint of 

some thinning on reverse. Facially fine, scarce stamp, cat 

£1,700 and reserved by vendor as a cheap space filler.

£50 SWEDEN

1226 A  Remaindered collection 1900 to 1960's. mint (everything 

checked was U/M) and used. Many sets remain including Pro 

Juventute and other charity sets. The Pro juve are U/M. We 

note Miniature Sheets MS403a (cat £80 u/m), MS446b (cat 

£90 u/m), 1948 IMABA sheet (cat £140 U/M) and others. 27 

U/M air issues at the back. Good lot with  a decent cat value 

and we think much of the mint is U/M!

£200 SWITZERLAND

1229 A Early to 1970's primarily used collection in the Stanley 

Gibbons printed album. Stamps from 1862 to 1970's. Over 

500 different stamps on 50+pages. Good basis to start a 

collection.

£38 SWITZERLAND

1237 S SG459, 1945 Peace, 10F violet / buff fine used , cat £180 £30 SWITZERLAND

1238 S SG47/459, 1945 Peace set (13v), all fine used cds copies, 

except 1F value, which appears to be U/M. Cat £1,300

£300 SWITZERLAND

1240 E Stock card with 14 standing Helvetia types (in the SG range 

SG134 to 162) mint / unused. Values 20c to 40c. Total Cat 

value is in the region of £1,600, mixed condition, most with 

faults but a clean lot which will repay identification and 

classification. Zumstein numbers indicated have not been 

checked by us. Cheap lot reserved at under 5% cat.

£70 SWITZERLAND



1243 E A mainly good to fine used selection on album pages 

including 1917-21 vals to 1r, 1922 set of 2 mint, 1922-24 

most vals to 1s including 1925 Colour change vals to 30c used 

and 1927-31 most vals to 2/-, clean lot Cat £190+ (c38)

£38 TANGANYIKA

1251 A Cricket - 1988 England - Australia Bicentenary collection 

produced by Stamp Publicity. Includes GB and Australian 

stamps plus Team Photo's with (presumably autopen) 

Autographs, then various covers including the T.C.C.B. Official 

with special postmark and other commemorative covers. 20 

pages or so with background information, apparently a 

worldwide limited edition of 700. Nice item for the sports 

enthusiast that will have been relatively expensive to buy 

new.

£30 THEMATIC

1259 E RED X issues, including France 1991, 1993 & 1995 Booklets 

fine used, Monaco 1973-89 u/m MSs plus Tuvalu 1988 15c, 

40c & 50c Blocks of 4 with "RED X" Omitted together with 

normal (dozens)

£80 THEMATIC

1260 A Royalty - 1985/1986, The life and times of Queen Elizabeth 

the Queen Mother, special printed album with an U/M 

collection of Commonwealth Countries from Antigua to 

Zambia on circa 100 pages with spaces marked for 

everything. WE counted over 280 items including several 

Miniature Sheets and we estimate this album is circa 85% 

complete. One of the better Omnibus issues with a 

considerable catalogue value and offered very cheaply in our 

opinion.

£40 THEMATIC



1267 A Green 'Lighthouse' stock book with modestly duplicated in 

places mint (some U/M) accumulation of pre 1966 material 

with much being in the 1930's and 1940's. Includes some 

multiples including SG81 U/M block of four (cat£168+), some 

surcharges and 3 sets of 1938 Accession. A few faults here 

and there but majority in good condition. a few hundreds and 

we estimate cat £1,200+. Worth viewing, suit reseller.

£200 TONGA

1269 E A4 stock card with 300+ mint and (mostly) used stamps 

predominantly values to 1/-. Needs checking / classification 

and ideal for postmarks. Totally unchecked according to 

vendor and likely to be chance of finds here. Ideal for dealer, 

Looks very messy but high cat, if you want a challenge......

£65 TRANSVAAL

1274 S Trinidad & Tobago, SG213 & 215, KGV 5/- and £1 values fine 

mounted mint (the £1 quite lightly so) cat £255

£110 TRINIDAD

1276 A A fine mint & used collection in red springback album 

including 1913-23 vals to 1/- including shades etc, good 

selection of "War Tax" issues including mint-u/m blocks, 1922-

28 m & u vals to 5/-, 1938 vals to 72c including perfs used, 

1935 S. Jubilee m & u, KGVI to $1.20 used, then a good mint 

& used selection of Postage Dues to 1/- (290+)

£195 TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

1285 A 1976 - 2004 U/M collection in large green 'Clearview 32' stock 

book. 100's of stamps and miniature sheets with better seen

£80 TUVALU

1292 E Fournier Forgeries of the 1859 issue 60c dull lilac, 80c orange 

yellow, 100c rose, 100c deep carmine and 80c green all in 

vertical pairs and overprinted 'faux' . Also a single example of 

the 120c blue creased and without the overprint. Some slight 

thins but an attractive lot of historic significance.

£34 URUGUAY



1296 S 1935 'Francesco de \penedo Trans-Atlantic crash cover, the 

plane carrying 500 letters crashed on take off. A similar cover 

sold at Cherrystone Auctions (USA) in 2017 for $240 (circa 

£180)

£90 USA

1298 A A large album with 1985-1990 selection of sets and singles all 

in cylinder blocks of 16 or 20, fine u/m, Cat £2,330+ (face 

$370+) (100s)

£140 USA

1310 A Large album with 1981-84 selection of singles and sets all in 

cylinder blocks of 16 or 20, all u/m Cat £1,790+  (face $350+) 

(100s)

£125 USA


